1 point
10: What is crossing? (Water fowl)
11: When was this building listed for preservation? (1939)
There are a few signs next to the front door with different years, but this is the one about the
listing.
12: How many pipes are sticking up from the ground? (8)
Well... this should be 8, but a little pond formed and only 7 pipes were tall enough to stick out
from there.
13: Little free library charter#? (62208)
My bad, this little free library didn’t have its charter number on it. I got the number from the little
free library website. I accepted any reasonable answer.
14: What age is this playground designed for? (5-12)
15: How many volunteers? (36 or 175)
Volunteers are mentioned twice on the sign.
16: What is in this corner? (bird feeder/house/box)
Some people said crepe myrtle.
17: Title of the statue with the three children? (Procession)
Some people said Inky; that is the other sculpture next to it.
18: Number above door? (127)
19: What is on the front page? (Truth)
Not fake news.
20: Year on the front of the locomotive? (1871)
That is when Cary was incorporated.
21: What is the time in the sculpture? (4:30)
22: How many flags with the children? (2 or 3)
I counted two, but turns out the dog has a third one.
23: What animal is the silver statue? (horse)
As some people pointed out, this was also a dapple.
24: What animals are around the trees? (snakes)
This is a temporary exhibit.

2 points
30: Which family is buried here? (Young)
Some people had a problem with this one. The dot in the circle was clearly outside of the trail
and the junction. There were two graves there, both called Young. One of them is Herb Young, after
whom the community center in downtown is named.
31: How many benches in this park? (2 or 3)
I counted two, but most people found three.
32: The NW bench, who is it in honour of? (William Fierke)
33: What shape do the two benches form? (L)
Or maybe a V?
34: Number of steps leading to the school? (7)
35: When does the park close? (sunset)
36: What colour is the feeder on the NE side of the tree? (white)
As my wife has pointed it out, this isn’t a bird feeder but a bird box. It was about 10ft up on the
side of a pine tree.
37: Three letters on the side of the green container? (GFL)
38: Little free library charter number? (108997)
39: What is the phone number for renting? (8727455)
40: Number on top of the fire hydrant, starts with F59. (F593C)
41: Green/grey utility box, 3-digit number? (815)
42: What kind of a tree is this? (American sweetgum)
43: What is the GoLive number of this bus stop? (11163)
44: Which family is buried in the last row to the West? (Evans)
See Evans Road in Cary.
45: What is on the bottom of the sign? (No swimming)
46: How many benches around the basketball court? (2)
3 points
50: What colour is the fence by the pond? (black)
51: Green/grey utility box number, P...? (P318)
52: Silver Chrysler Pacifica without a license plate, which wheel is flat? (Right rear)
I don’t know how long this will be there.
53: What is the last letter of the sign on the pole after B721? (K)
54: Name of the field? (Franklin)
It is a small blue sign on the corner of the field, about 10ft up.
55: Which painter's quote is engraved on the W end of the bridge? (Picasso)
56: How many wetlands? (13)
57: How many sides does the gazebo have? (8)
58: What colour is the dog on the fire hydrant? (yellow)
59: Playground hours? (9-9)

